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Eric Karp Steps Down

Psych Coordinator Resigns
Dineen Takes Over Discipline
Dr. Eric Karp, associate
Professor of psychology has
stepped down from his position
of eighteen months, as
coordinator of the psychology
department.
Dr. Karp said he is stepping

down so that he can take a
more active part in the planning
of the new science building
here at York. The much
postponed groundbreaking for
the building, took place this
past December.

fires At Freeze
Calls Cut "Disasferous"
Characterizing the level of
support for the City University'
of New York proposed in
Governor
Rockefeller's
Executive
Budget
as
"disastrous," CUNY Chancellor
Robert J. Kibbee said an
additional $34 million in State
support will be needed as "a
bare minimum...to keep this
university functioning."
Testifying before the joint
budget hearing of the Senate
Finance Committee and
Assembly Ways and Means
Committee at Chancellor's Hall
in Albany, Dr. Kibbee asserted
that the "freeze" budget level
proposed by the governor
would actually produce a dollar
operating cut of over $15
million. The gap, he explained,
was caused by the difference
between the state and city
fiscal years, the cost of
annualizing salaries for faculty
hired months after the start of
the current fiscal year, and
increases in federal social
security payments, utility rates
and rental costs.
The CUNY chancellor
charged that denying the
university its basic operating
needs would be "imprudent, in
fact disastrous, public policy."
He went on saying that the
Executive Budget "would
severely curtail and probably
abort the university's efforts to
continue implementing sound
educational programs that have
been developed from policies
aimed squarely at the root
causes of the straightened
economic circumstances in
which our state and city
governments
now find
themselves."
Noting that the majority of
CUNY's students come from
low-income families, Chancellor
Kibbee asserted, "The one
public program we know to be
virtually 100 percent effective
in breaking the welfaredependency cycle has been
opening college opportunity to
the sons and daughters of the
. disadvantaged. Colleges of the
City University have been doing
just that for 125 years and
.their success can "be easily

measured in the higher incomes
that have been earned and the
additional tax dollars generated
which have many times over
repaid the public investment
made in the higher education of
New York's children from low
and moderate income families."
Dr. Kibbee added, "Open
Admissions at City University
has recently expanded that
mission in an order of
magnitude which finally holds
the potential for massive
inroads into the urban poverty
cycle."
Because of Open Admissions,
next year's enrollment at
CUNY is planned to rise
2 4 , 0 0 0 , after
deducting
graduations and attrition of
students, he declared.

Because
of Governor
Rockefeller's veto of the York
College Master Plan, the
previously approved science
facility is the only major
construction planned for York
College at this time.
The new building is to be the
nucleus of all the science
laboratories including the
experimental physiological labs,
statistics labs, psychology labs,
and an observation room with
one-way screen for social
psychology demonstrations. The
facility will also house the
workshop animals quarters and
all of the social science
classrooms.
Money to equip these.
facilities was allocated years
ago, but now calls for a price
and budget revision because of
the
great
delay
in
groundbreaking. The projected
amount of time needed for
completion of the building has
been set at two years.
Dr. Karp has been involved
with the planning committee of
York College for 2Vfc years, and
will be helping to determine the
present and future needs of the
social science division. These
determinations will be made in
consultation with the faculty
members of the division.
Dr.
Karp
assured

PANDORA'S BOX that he is
not planning to leave York, and
was disturbed by the rumor
presently circulating on campus
that he was. "I will continue
my full time teaching position
and my part time research,"
.said Karp.
Dr. Karp is a researcher one
day a week in the department
of pediatrics at Albert Einstein
College of Medicine. "My
point where Queens College research," he explained "is
now funds the Crises Center as concerned with evaluating some
well as the "Hotline" operation. of the perceptual problems of
Word of this project's success normal elementary school age
have resulted in a proposal to children, and children in that
age group with, a learning
continued on Page 3

York Planning HotLine
To Match Success of 0Z

Aaron Biller
Much thought has been given
to finding a solution to the
little talked about drug problem
at York. Some suggestions have
included
establishing a
counseling service or drug
hotline.
At Queens College, the OZ
program, which centers around
a crises center at 153-07 61st
Road, Flushing, New York,
offers help and information
concerning bad trips, academics,
suicide-prevention, the draft,
legal entanglements and almost
any other problem -a person
might face and want help with.
It also offers a special hotline
those with serious problems.
There is also a walk-in
counseling service available at
the o z crises Center, o z is
schools in the vicinity of
Queens College that feed a large
number of students into the
college.
The success of OZ can be
proven with the fact that while
it started out informally as a
small, student supported crises
center, it has expanded to the

Dr. Eric Karp has resigned as coordinator of psychology. Replacing
him is Dr. Dineen.
disability."
Dr. Timothy Dineen, an
Assistant
Professor of
Psychology, was named the new
coordinator by Dean Sidney
Rosenberg. Dean Rosenberg
announced his own resignation
from his position last week,
effective June 9, 1972.

*See Editorial
page 4

Bassin Announces Appointments
Administrators Moire Dean's List*
TO:
FROM:

THE YORK COLLEGE COMMUNITY
Milton G. Bassin, President

I am pleased to announce the following administrative
appointments for the period February 1, 1972 through June 30,
1972:
Dean of Faculty
Lewis J. Bodi
Acting Dean, Cnslg & Stdnt Dvlpmt
Daniel Stern
Acting Assistant Dean, Cnslg & Stdnt Dvlpmt
Vera Douthit
Assoc. Dean of Admin
Richard Horchler
Assoc. Dean of Humanities
Emilia Doyaga
Assoc. Dean of Natural Sciences & Math
Reatha C. King
Assoc. Dean of Social Sciences
Sidney Rosenberg
Assoc. Dean of Tchr Prep
Wallace K. Schoenberg
Asst. Dean, Cnslg & Stdnt Dvlpmt
Venis Marsh
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Pandora's Box
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our most effective strategy, we need to meet together
to compare our experiences and decide on a course o-f
action.

The Student Mobiiization Committee, along

with many other organizations, is sponsoring a Na-
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tional Student Antiwar Conference to be held in New
York, February 25-27. The conference is open to all
young people who want to end the war.
son ha» voice and vote.

Every per-

Add your voice. Be there!

^•••••••••••••B
O I will attend the National Student Antiwar
Conference. Enclosed is $3 advanced registration.
0 Send me more information on the SMC and the
Conference.
0 1 want to join the SMC ( $1 membership foe).
O Enclosed is a $
donation.

SPONSORED BY THE

STUDENT/MOBIUZKTDN CMMITTEE

-Nama
.Address

Bring ALL US. Forces Home NOW!

_Ph,one

Schoe!

SMC/ 150 Fifth Avenue. Room 9 1 1 / NYC. NY 10011

PAID FOR BY SMC
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A PETITION TO GOVERNOR NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER
We residents and voters of Queens; N.Y. petition you to recognize our needs
and provide both construction and operating funds for York College. York
College is the keystone of development of the Jamaica community.

To ter-

minate construction at this time would threaten Jamaica and Queens itself
with irreversible deterioration.

We support the N.Y. City tradition of

free college education and insist on the need to fund the City University
and save our community by proceeding without delay with all facets of
Jamaica Development.
NAME

ADDRESS

Arthur J. Cooperman, 89-31 161 Street Jamaica. N.Y. 11432
Community Action for York College, c/o Assemblyman
iimimuiiiiiujiniuimiiiiiiiiiiii
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CUNY Committee on Women
In D e c e m b e r , 1 9 7 1 , their first public hearing on
Chancellor Kibbee appointed an February 29th at the Graduate
Advisory Committee on the Center, 33 West 42nd Street,
State of Women at CUNY. The New York, New York. They
primary purpose of the would like particularly to
committee is to recommend encourage faculty, staff and
meaningful changes in policy to students of the university to
meet
t h e p r o b l e m of testify regarding prejudicial
discrimination against women practices at the various colleges
and to advance the status of t h u s enabling them to
women at CUNY.
formulate
significatn
Prior to the formation of the recommendations to the
Advisory Committee and in Chancellor.
compliance with the President's
Individual
cases and
Executive Orders 11246 and grievances may be cited as
11375, an Affirmative Action examples of a pattern of
report was submitted to the discrimating practices and
Chancellor by Edgar D. Draper, evidence of political inequity.
Chairman of the CUNY However, they cannot be
Affirmative Action Committee. subject to committee review as
Subsequent thereto, and after
several meetings of the
Advisory Committee, it was
determined that the affirmative
Anything not bolted down, has slowly been disappearing from action report submitted did not
The President of Lehman
fully reflect the depth or College this week warned a
new.
sources of discrimination at state legislative committee that
CUNY. It was, therfore, t h e
a b o l i t i o n of City
decided by the committee that University's free tuition policy
their top priority shall be the would "saddle the university
pursuit of additional data and the state with new
Peter Richards
is being incorporated into the through further research and administrative costs that would
already existing security service. the onducting of public undoubtedly be borne by the
t h e r e b y taxpayers of the entire state."
The Phantom of the Opera A special head of security, h e a r i n g s ;
has done dirty to this school of representing the city university, supplementing, expanding and
In a statement presented to
ours. He's slapped our faces will arrive in the near future to. rectifying the information the joint hearing of the Senate
when our pants were down. coordinate all preventive contained in the original Finance and Assembly Ways
He's kicked us in our proverbial measures. Typewriters are being affirmative action report.
and Means Committee, Lehman
In furtherance of these goals, President Leonard Lief called
asses and stolen without bolted down. Identification
conscience. Thousands of numbers of all electronical they have decided to conduct , the tuition proposal "an appeal
dollars worth of merchandise equipment are now on file at
have been weasled out of York police headquarters, and to
College right under the noises underscore all of this, the
of the Wakenhut
guards. likelihood of undercover agents
The East Queens Ad Hoc Alley Park past this pond.
Pocketbooks, heaters, adding patroling the school grounds
Committee
for a Natural From this it was a natural
machines, desks, typewriters, all might very well become a
A t t i t u d e Toward Urban progression to propose on
have found their way into a reality.
Recreational
Environment, October 17th at a clean-up (by
line that seemed to flow
This school however, is not
endlessly out of the main exit. being turned into a police state. which is an acronym for over 100 volunteers from 17
Those of the underground still Mr. Fibel, along with the rest NATURE has been working for .organizations) of this 15,000
kettle
lake.
must have thought Montgomery of the college administration, some years toward keeping y e a r - o l d
viable
and
open
to
the
public
a
Potamogeton
Pond
(P.
Pond),
Ward is a department store and are all working toward a better
not a college. Do they know environment, not a prison 15,000 year old kettle lake on that the path system should be
something we don't know? Are camp. So, a word of advice to the north side of Grand Central extended officially. Such a path
the days of the "Great Sales" potential rip-offe- be more Parkway at 218 Street. The system could link together the
many parks of Queens for the
over, or aren't they?
careful, it's a hell' of a lot path system along the Grand walker-hiker, and possibly,
Central
Parkway
has
connected
The administration feels that tuffer now."
together Cunningham Park and bicyclist.
York's bargain basement is
defunk and they aim to keep it
that way. A hard, cold, serious
attitude is being taken toward
further thievery. Howard Fibel,
continued from Page 1
its personnel to those colleges mostly accredited to the peer
the liason between the guard broaden its base to serve the interested in starting a similar counseling program, which
service and the school, is four CUNY colleges in Queens program, they only have to pay allows properly screened
enacting a sound program (La Guardia, Queensborough, a small expense fee. He volunteer students to be trained
against further theft. Using the Queens and York). Mr. Steve indicated that a program like to give help, information and,
experience gained from previous Sribnick, assistant director of OZ could be set up at York guidance to their fellow
mistakes, the future of York OZ explained that in instituting within one year with the same students. This is carried out at
College against rip-offs looks such a program, a grant from seven day a week, 24 hour an individual's request or by
much brighter. Special fire the federal government would service of peer counseling way of the "Hotline".
alarm locks are being installed hopefully be made available. It available, with the assistance of
For further
information
at major passageways. An was further stated by Mr. the York administration.
about the program, call the OZ
ingenious "watchman network" Sribnick that OZ does send out
The success of OZ has been office at 939-4237. The hotline
number is 939-4000.

personal grievances.
Wherever possible individuals
with a common complaint from
a given college or department in
a college should appoint a
spokesman to submit one
application on behalf of the
group:
The committee will respond
to all applications received on
or before the deadline, and will
notify those participates of
their scheduled appearance.
Written applications will be
given scheduling priority over
telephone requests,
Please contact Ms. Ann
Marcus at LaGuardia College
(937-9200 ex. 209) to confirm
arrangements.

Lehman Pres.Defends
CUNY Free Tuition

Administration Takes Steps
Against Thefts

East Queens Parks System

A Visit

to the Land

V

Schedule for Summer Session 72
Tuesday, Wednesdayf
Thursday
Friday
Friday

June 6, 7
June 8
June 9
June 9

Friday, Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

June 9, 12
July 4
July 5

Wednesday

JulyS

Friday

July 28
July 31, Aug. 1, 2

Mon., Tues., Wed.

Registration
Commencement
First day of Summer classes
Last day for filing application for
special examinations for students
who were absent from regularly
scheduled final examinations
in the Spring of 1972.
Program changes and late registration
Independence Day - holiday
Last day for filing application for
taking a course under the Pass/Fail
option in the Summer of 1972
Last day for application for
withdrawal from a course or courses
without penalty in the Summer of 1972
Last day of Summer classes
Final examinations

of OZ

to the emotions."
"I have not read or heard
anything," he stated, "that
would demonstrate that tuition
for colleges such as Lehman
would in any way benefit the
State of New York, the
taxpayers outside the city, the
State University, or the private
colleges."
He said that many of
Lehman's 9,000
full-time
undergraduates come from
homes with incomes of less
than $10,000 a year-and a high
percentage come from families
under the $6,000-a-year level. If
the college education of these
youngsters were financed
through an expanded New York
State Scholar Incentive Plan, he
indicated, the state would be
spending more than it does now
without tuition.
In his message to the joint
hearing, President Lief also
pointed out that each Lehman
student now spends about $700
a year for fees, books,
transportation and lunches to
attend a so-called "free"
college. Futhermore, he said, no
one in the tuition debate is
considering the expense of
supporting a college-age person
at home.
"These families," he said in
his message, "are already
making considerable sacrifices
so their children may acquire
higher educations."
In the message, President
Lief urged the legislators to
continue to support the City
University budget, warning that
a cutback would "create a great
rip in the fabric of our
educational endeavor" and
would lead to what he termed
"educational impersonalization."

UFCT Calls for United Action
An Open Letter to the CUNY Instructional Staff:
Dear Colleague:
inadequate space, staff, and
In the past week the
facilities, unable to do the
Governor has delivered three
educational job that was.
successive assaults upon the
the pride of CUNY's staff
City University:
and the hope of its
First, by limiting State Aid
students. 2. It crushes
to the same dollar amounts
CUNY in the coils of a
granted last year in the face of
monstrous educational
massive increases in enrollment.
bureaucracy in Albany
Second, by cutting out all
which is even more remote
capital construction projects for
from the teaching and
badly needed CUNY buildings,
learning needs of staff and
thus forcing the university to
students than the BHE on
secure expensive rental space
East 80th Street. 3. It
out of sorely needed operating
threatens such hard-won
funds.
«
gains as the salary schedule
Third, by calling for the
with specified incremental
takeover of CUNY by the State
steps and the job security
University with the abolition of
provisions of our collective
free tuition.
bargaining contracts. 4. It
What does all this mean? 1. It
kills open admissions,
condemns CUNY to an
already suffering from
inferior status, with
financial malnutrition.
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Pandora's Box
Editor-in-Chief
Hy L. Dubowsky
Managing Editor
Marie Gannon
Feature Editor
Peter Richards
News Editor
Richard Altman

Business Manager
Marvin Bernfeld
Production Assistants
Mark Roth
Arlene Barnes

Copy Editor
Robin Ginsberg
STAFF:
aaron biller
lorraine brooks
vanessa futrell
charlie holman
'

nancy koch
joe raskin
celeste slenker
dave spranza

Any editorial opinion expressed herein is not necessarily the
opinion of the entire staff, or each of the editors, but rather the
majority of the editorial coalition.

Pandora's Box welcomes your editorial comments in the form
of letters to the editor. We will try to print as many different
opinions on different subjects as the requirements of space allow.
Letters should be typed and must be signed. Address your
comments t o ; Pandora's Box, 159-07 Archer Avenue, Jamaica.
M.Y.

ALAS POOR YORK, HE RUINED IT WELL
"My name is Rockefeller, King Of Kings,
Look on my Mall ye mighty and despair."
-Nelson
"Nothing remains of the college york,
boundless and bare,
the lone and level sand stretched far away."
-SO condemned acres in
the heart of Queens
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On Presidential Responsiveness
The administrative appointments appearing on page one are
raising several serious questions within the York community.
The list, with its unexplained change in the Division of
Counseling and Student Development, remains the only official
statement regarding the top level changes which have taken place
in that division. Such an important shift in so critical an area
certainly warrants fuller explanation.
The breakdown in communications in this matter is not,
however, the fault of the division. Their hands, and those of
Pandora's Box, have been tied by the secretive policy which the
President has chosen to follow. For weeks now, the President's
reluctance to issue a statement has kept the entire community in
an uncomfortable and undeserved state of bewilderment.
Were this simply a matter of another story being surpressed or
watered down for the student newspaper, we would not respond
in this editorial manner. We felt, however, that this most recent
stalling action reflects a general lack of responsiveness in the
new administration. The President has been noticeably silent
regarding the major developments in this academic year; the
college has been strongly feeling the absence rather than
presence of a new president. While we are certain that he is
being most active in the events now concerning York and the
entire University, we must feel, and most acutely, the absence of
any sense of cooperative feedback from the president.
An obvious silence becomes unfortunately suspicious and it is
past time that the college was informed of the developments
within the counseling division. We ask that the President, whose
reluctance has kept other involved parties from releasing
information, issue his statement as quickly as possible and
abandon the secretive air which the new administration has
seemed to entertain.

From The City Desk
Joe Raskin
a) Here's To You, Mr. Murrow
Somehow,
w h e n the
retrospective of Edward R.
Murrow's great documentaries
was shown on Channel 13 some
time ago, I never got around to
writing anything about it. I had
several ideas, and at times was
very moved by what Murrow
said, and what others said
about him following each
program. But I never gol
around to it.
Then the other day, I was
reading a book about Murrow,
"Prime Time" written by
Murrow's former CBS collegue,
Alexander Kendrick. While I
was reading the book, some of
Murrow's ideals, and other
observations of the world came
to mind.
Most of Kendrick's book is
about Murrow's broadcasting
career, as one might expect.
Much of that career was
symbolized by his efforts in the
classic program "See It Now"
on it, Murrow consistently
strived for social justice. All he
tried to do was to show the
basics. Nothing more, nothing
less. He was one of the first
people of high public stature to
stand up to Joe McCarthy, and
the downfall of that monster
can be traced to Murrow's
efforts, among others. He
consistently
supported
campaigns for social justice, and
many times would take to the
air in support people who had
lost their jobs due to direct
political accusations that were
never substantiated.
Unfortunately, Edward R.

Murrow is no longer with us,
and the decline of broadcast
journalism can be traced to the
time he left broadcasting. Very
rarely in the last ten years have
any of the networks, with
exceptions like "The Selling of
the Pentagon," even begun to
approach the quality of
programming Murrow and Fred
Friendly was able to turn out
in their heyday at CBS.
Television has never recovered
from the departure of people
like Murrow and Friendly.
Then I saw what was
probably Ihe most appalling
thing I ever expect to see in my
life. It was a program about
Willowbrook State Hospital on
Channel 7. The night before,
Dick Cavett had spent an entire
program discussing that hellhole
on Staten Island. These efforts
were something Murrow would
be proud of. Geraldo Rivera of
Channel 7 had uncovered this
situation, exposed it to the
public, and kept pounding away
until appropriate agencies and
officials were forced to take
action. Congratulations are in
order for Mr. Rivera for taking
a potentially controversial stand
on the air, despite what the
consequences could have been.
While I was watching the
Willowbrook special, my
mother was talking about the
excursion to Albany that she
went on, hoping to save the
construction of York's new
campus. She wasn't talking
about the march; she was
talking about the Albany mall.
"How much money they've
been spending on that thing,"

she kept repeating. At the same
time, my eyes fell upon a story
in the Long Island Press about
the future of Free Tuition and
Open Admissions. Next to it
was a story about a bridge
between Long Island and
Connecticut being approved.
Willowbrook's shame continued
to unfold before me.
WHAT HAS HAPPENED
TO OUR PRIORITIES?!?
Does there have to be another
Willowbrook before we wake
up?
b) and you, Mr. Seeger
It was with a great deal of
pleasure and satisfaction that 1
watched Pete Seeger on Dick
Cavett's show last week. Pete is
another person that I have
meant to write about for some
time. I was prompted, in the
•first place, by hearing him sing
•'American Pie", of all things,
over WBAI about a month ago.
Pete Seeger, like Woody
Gulhrie, and to a degree. Bob
Dylan, is true Americana-men
who journeyed across America,
. and wrote songs about the lives,
the feelings, the pains, and the
desires of the American people.
Like Guthrie, many people
turned their backs on him,
because
of
mistaken
assumptions about his political
views, and in spite of that
many people, including my
family, kept on turning out in
support of him.
One of the most impressive
moments of my life took place
at one of Seeger's concerts

about three or four years ago.
It was one of his typical
concerts- for the benefit of the
Clearwater, showing slides of it,
and playing his banjo as each
picture was being shown. But
most of all, it was Seeger
himself, talking, playing the
guitar, the banjo, singing, being
sung to by the audience. The
love in the air was so visible,
one could reach out and touch
it. It was a typical Seeger
audience- singing, whistling,
clapping, almost tearing down
Carnegie Hall in an attempt to
get him to come out and do an
encore.
He came back, but instead of
coming out with his guitar or
his banjo, he came armed with
a wooden flute. He walked up
to a lone microphone, and
played the first few bars of
"Where Have All The Flowers
Gone?".
Whether he did anything else,
I'll never know. The audience
sang all of the verses, drowning
out anything else that could be
heard. Then there was a small
period of silence. Pete started
to applaud, then turned and
walked off the stage. Once
again, the audience picked up
from him. Once again, the
applauding and screaming
reverberated through Carnegie
Hall. At the peak of the noise,
Pete came out, waved the peace
sign, and left. We all left that
night, knowing that we had
picked up something none of us
would ever lose. There are too
few people in the world like
Pete Seeger.
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B.S. Blues
Joe Raskin
"We're playing revolutionary
music. Another commercial,
and we'll get back to the
music"--Peter
Simmons,
WLIR-FM 2/5/72.
As many of you may know,
there is an animal known as the
SBX lurking in the basement of
Montgomery Ward. Its habitat
is where any students that have
money are to be found. Its
apparent purpose in life is to
steal the pants right off of the
York student. W.C. Fields was
never this good at what the
SBX does.
The other day, I found that I
was running low on the thing I
treasure the most in this
world-money. Without further
depleting my rapidly shrinking
bank account, there was but
one course of action, without
help to even the score, since
the old Book Store was
responsible for my rapidly
approaching poverty in the first
place.
Three hours and two
near-hernias later, I arrived at
the B.S., and discovered that I
would have to wait another
hour before the buy back
(steal-back would be more
appropriate) opened. Fifty-five
minutes later, I was on line,
and began talking to other
people on the line.
"Gee, I hope I get some
money out of this"
"You should live so long,"
an experienced hand remarked.
"How much do you get back
for paperbacks?"
"Not much"
"God. Even the big ones that
cost four or five bucks? Hell,
they were new, and I didn't
even write in them or anything
like that!"
"So?"
At that point, the door to
the buy-back opened, and the
students ahead of me pleaded,
cajoled, threatened, and cast
aspersions upon the sex life of
the guys in the SBX in an

attempt to get some spare
change for their books. Very
little worked. Finally, it was
my turn. Quickly, the guy in
charge went through my books.
Then, twirling his mustache, he
straightened up, and looked me
dead in the eyes.
"N.G."
"Huh?!"
"No good. We're not using
any of them this term."
My jaw dropped so far, I
almost broke it on a counter.
"B...B...But, I bought most
of them last term!"
"Look, there's just no need
for them now," he replied.
He pointed to some Anthro
books that I used in summer
school. "Those are from
Queensborough."
"DAMN IT! Hell, you guys
didn't have them, and by the
time they came in I hadda go
to Queensborough! You guys
weren't even open!"
"Look, look, settle down,
man. Come back in May, we
might be able to handle 'em
then."
I left, but not before making
threats involving everyone from
Bess Meyerson to Barnes and
Noble. But someone whispered
into my shell-pink ears that
good old B and N already is
involved. That is, in the sense
that they handle the contract
for the B.S.
I've waited a couple of days
to write the rest of this to be
sure that I am not purely
motivated by frustration and
anger over not getting the
money
for my books.
Unfortunately, that is not the
case. For one reason or
another, mainly contractual,
York College has allowed the
SBX to charge high prices for
both new and used books, and
give back a pittance when the
student needs money most.
This is not to argue that SBX
should not be able to make a
profit in their ventures, they
should. But it should not reach
a point where profits reach

WITCHES BREWERY

Now Never Waits
%&8?' ^ -

HYPERION

Ms. Bernice Gera doesn't like ballpark.
Seriously, though, Ms. Gera
to stand in line. Not for very
long, anyway.
< •probably never thought of
writing a book called "Why We
Restless, irritated, but Can't Wait". Apparently it
resolute, she has been in the never occurred to her to wait.
line of the struggle to become a She never expected her
baseball umpire. To this date, admission to this closed
after completing a course at the fraternity to come by itself.
And so it is for all these
Florida Umpire School and
being hired (and fired) before women-Shirley and Bella and
calling a single strike, she is still Gloria. They have lived too
close to the pnenomenon,_
not an umpire.
The tide may be turning, MAN, to believe that waiting*
however. The New York State would do any good. Endure
Court of Appeals recently they did~of necessity. But
declared that she is legally waiting is different.
They apparently never
qualified to become an umpire
and that she had indeed been suffered under the illusion, as
discriminated against because did many Blacks, that patient
waiting is both godly and
she is--awoman.
The case is revealing for the useful.
So what more can we hope
Ms's persistence. She has been
at work, as I noted, for five for in an umpire or, better yet,
Decisiveness,
years trying to gain entrance1 u m p i r a ?
into this McSorley's of the persistence and assurance are
diamond. Can you imagine a the qualities needed to call the
Clete Boyer or Tom Seaver jaw tough third strike on the corner
to jaw with her? Howi of the plate and to shout "out"
frightening! It might recall the as the steal of home is
poor man's argument last night attempted.
Ms. Gera will no doubt come
with his own Ms. at home. And
those are best not taken to the through.

The Compleat Cliche
excesses and the student cannot
get along financially because of
those excesses. I do not think
that there are many students in
this school who can pour out
large sums of money, term after
term, and not eventually feel
the burden, of it. Counting
summer school, in the year and
a half that I have spent in
York, I have spent close to two'
hundred dollars on textbooks. I
have gotten back only two
dollars of that (not from SBX)
and I will be lucky if I can get
back any part of the two
hundred dollars through the
balance of my stay here.
The unfortunate thing about
York and SBX is that they
think there is very little that we
can do about it. But we have to
do something. Too often York
students have had to wait
weeks upon end for textbooks
to come in, because the SBX
underordered the original
amount of books the teacher
ordered. Too often has the SBX
refused to take back used
textbooks. As a result, there are
very few used textbooks in the
SBX, and as a result, students
have to put out larger sums of
money then they would have to
pay if there was any kind of
circulation of the books.
Much of the blame for this
mess can be laid at the feet of
whoever approved the contract
with SBX in the first place. It
is because of them that there is
so little that anyone can do
that can help to offset the
economic burden that exists
now. What is worse is that the
burden is expected to grow
larger.
Regardless of where the
continued on Page 7
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THE COMPLEAT CLICHE
(rev. ed.), companion volume to
THE FERVID HANDBOOK OF
MISCELLANEA: PRINCIPLES
AND PRACTICE, is out again
and none too soon, considering
the recent publication of
Marshall McCluhan's FROM
CLICHE TO ARCHETYPE,
which would attempt to
destroy the category. Nothing
succeeds like excess, and the
new
edition
of
THE
COMPLEAT CLICHE, though it
has lost entries long over the
proverbial hill, has gained
considerably more because the
word is too much with us. For
those who nonetheless find
themselves at a loss for words,
THE COMPLEAT CLICHE is a
gold mine: it is one of life's
little ironies that a book like
this provides both the cure as
well as the disease.
THE COMPLEAT CLICHE is
sometimes confused with
another
handbook
also
p u b l i s h e d by American
Unlimited-SEVEN ASPECTS
OF AFFECTATION, an
exponential discourse on the
popular
application
of
professional terms (modes and
models). But THE CLICHE is
the better book, by far, all
things considered.
THE COMPLEAT CLICHE is
organized according to the
five-fold method of cliched
classification:
proverbs,
hackneyed expressions, feeble
connectives, literary quotations,
and deadwood, a residual
category to collect items that
do not fit anywhere else. Ther
is also an introductory essay on
"Awareness' by McCluhan, in

'

JOAN BAUM* I

which the author demonstrates
that because one man's
consciousness may be another's
self-consciousness
or
unconsciousness, the cliche is
actually an ambiguous device in
its non-linear manifestations.
The present edition of THE
COMPLEAT CLICHE has fewer
proverbs than its predecessors,
more illiteracies, and not a few
litotes. Nature, no longer weil
known, has been the subject
area hardest hit, with the
disappearance of such standards
as "strong as an ox," "wise as
an owl," and "gently rolling
hills." Urban life, on the other
hand, has been the fastest
growing subject area, with
increasingly prominence played
by advertising, technology, and
inner-city slang.
In German, "klitsch" means
doughy mass, and there is much
to say about the psychological
value of dough in an iron time.
THE COMPLEAT CLICHE does
not say it, but a future edition
may consider this function and
extend the .study to a survey of
situations and events.
The present edition is a
valuable additon for teacher
and student alike.
Dr. Baum is a member of the
English Department at York
College.
THE COMPLEAT CLICHE rev.
ed., New York: American
Unlimited, 1972, hardback,
$7.95, paper, $ .50: A
Remainder of the Month
Selection at Marboro

Everything You Wanted To Know
Vanessa
Having grown up with Patty'
DukeLRick Nelson, Archie, andi
Mr. Novak,, I expected high
school to be four years of
endless locker breaks, proms,
football games, slumber parties
and jaunts to Pop's Malt Shop.
Eighth grade graduation
rolled around and I threw off
the shackles of Catholic
grammar school, to don t h e
robes of freedom, in this case,
gray knee socks, red plaid skirt,
gray jacket and penny loafers.
As freshman year wore on,
the indoctrination of eight
years of grammar school began
to wear off. I ceased to
visualize my soul as a white
sheet spotted with the black
dots of my sins. I lost the smug
complacency that every
Catholic youth maintains no
matter how much more
beautiful,
talented, or
accomplished my Protestant
playmates were, because I knew
that only Catholics could
reserve a place in heaven. Still
tougher was the fight to curb
the impulse to nod my head
every time the word Jesus was
mentioned, making the sign of
the cross everytime I passed a
Catholic Church. I even began
sitting on the right side of my
chair formerly reserved for my
guardian angel. And last but
not least, not only didn't I have
to go to nine o'clock mass
anymore, where
"Sister

Gestapo" took roll and God.
help anyone not present, but it
slowly dawned on me that they
could not tell if I went to mass
at all.
But then began the even
more rigorous indoctrination of
Catholic High School. They
finally told us what adultery
meant. For years we knew the
words "Thou shall not commit
it..." but what "it" .meant
exactly, was a bit foggy. We
were taught: a. Boys were
almost a walking mortal sin, b.
If we kissed a boy more than
seventeen seconds and we felt
any more attraction for him
than we did for the lamp post
that was a mortal sin, and c. A
mortal sin was committed if we
were not at all times clean in
thought word and deed. As a
mere thirteen year old I could
handle the deeds and words
(how I envied the ones who did
not) but since the average
youth between the ages of
thirteen and twenty-two thinks
of something related to sex
every eighteen seconds I had a
bit of trouble with the thought
part. Couple that with the fact
that it was embarrassing to
confess that I had entertained
unclean thoughts 9,240 times
times that week and had missed
Sunday Mass three times that
month, I soon dropped going to
confession. And it seemed that
I had burned my bridges behind
me. How do you think a priest
would react to this: "Bless me

Father, for I have sinned, it has
been 260 weeks since my last
confession, since then I have
had 480,400 unclean thoughts,
not to mention a few unclean
words and deeds, I managed to
slip in there."
Our vice principal had
frequent
opportunities to
practice her role as a 5'2", 185
lb. kamikaze pilot, as the
administration initiated a series
of surprise raids while we
changed for gym, to feret out
those girls who dared to wear
culotte slips or stretch bra sets.
The going rate for culotte slips
was two detention hours, for
stretch bras, six hours.
Somehow, though, I survived
to enter York, where I strive to
appear blase at the comparative
freedom, though I must
confess, at times I slip into a
trauma similiar to that
experienced by the first
missionaries to Pago-Pago where
they encountered the natives
strolling along the beach naked.
But when that happens I
remember what my trusty
guardian angel said, "hang in
there baby!"
PANDORA'S BOX
Post-Mortem
General Meeting
Tues, Feb. 22
...12:30
Archer Ave •
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LOCKED
I'M LOCKED IN
THIS MAUSOLEUM WITH
WITH
THIS THING.'

• The E.C. Horror Library of the 1950s. Pirn the I'ghts, Sapphire.
and close the doors, as those fetid folktales of the 1950s bubble
forth in full color from the witch's cauldron. A selection of the
greatest scare stories from Haunt of Fear, Tales from the Crypt,
and Vault of Horror.., including a rare, unpublished terror tale.
Clothbound—208 pages, a color bonanza—$19.95.
If you're really hooked on the nostalgia thing, you can also
order the following:
• Lee Falk's The Phantom—Following the ghost who walks
through 80 astounding pages of one of his best adventures of
the thirties. Paperbound—80 pages—$3.
• Lee Falk's Mandrake the Magician—The miraculous adventures of a man who perfected sleight of hand years before
Richard Nixon. Clothbound—96 pages—$5.95.
• George Herriman's Crazy Cat—Read what Woodrow Wilson
used to read his cabinet, what e.e. cummings waxed erudite
over, and what Charles Schultz calls a classic. Clothbound—168
pages—$12.50.
• Milton Caniff's Terry and the Pirates—The comic strip that
started adventure comics. Its very first series from October 22,
1934, to December 13, 1935: Clothbound—196 pages—$12.50.
• Alex Raymond's Flash Gordon going into the water world of
Mongo. A complete two and a half years of Flash Gordon, in-

cluding his banishment to the Forest Kingdom of Mongo. Clothbound—144 pages—$12.95.
• Flash Gordon Again—This time with Dale and Dr. Zarkov in
the Kingdom of Mongo—two years after the previous book.
Clothbound—$12.95.

NOSTALGIA PRESS
care of PANDORA'S BOX
159-07 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, N.Y. 11432
•

Tha E. C. Horror Library
of tha 1950*
$19.95
J Tha Phantom
$3.00
D Mandrake tha
Magician
$5.95
I enclose my check D
Name

D
O
D
d

Crazy Cat
Tarry and the Piratea
Flaah Gordon
Flaah Gordon Again

money order O

„

Address,
City___

»postage charge 50c per. book

$12.50
$12.50
$12.95
112.95
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A nnouncements

The Grumbling Gourmet
'As The Stomach Turns'

In recent weeks Herbert H. Lehman College students have raised
more than $1600 for victims of the recent war in East Pakistan,
now Bangladesh.
The student fund-drive included a 20-mile "march," which
raised $900 from contributors, and a folk concert that yielded
$700.
The funds from Lehman were forwarded to the World
University Service which, through its chapters in India, provides
medical aid and education to East Pakistan refugees.

native nutriment. Nicknamed no possibility of a full cup, and
the "Tomain Twins," (RIP), random chance of ice. (We are
"This ain't food, it's skuz." their research is being well advised to note that the
Believe it or not, two-thirds of correlated with that of a Bio. 11% total loss figure excludes
a random sample of students in major who claims to have kept the 17% rate of receiving
our unique cafeteria said that a jack-rabbit alive for two days, United Canteen's
famous
they identified with this soley on the radiated hot dogs. syrupless soda). Staggering on,
description of the infamous
At present, the facilities we find the Hot Foods
cuisine. While some find it stand (or s(t)ink) as follows: machine, (12% chance of hot
purposeless to concur with the From left to right, there is a and 2% chance of food), a cold '
non-functional nature of the candy machine with very good milk machine with parallel odds
specifics of the phrase, 84% odds of getting what you and, finally a cigarett machine
A York College for Muskie Committee has been started, and is in sentiment on the subject in want. Next, a pastries machine with varied reports - only one,
need of volunteers and supporters. If you are interested in aligning consideration is nearing 100% with a calculated 43% risk 12% chance of Taryton before
yourself with this group, please call Steve Skolnick at (212) pure beef.
which jumps to 51% if you 9 on a Monday morning, has
263-7525 evenings.
Inasmuch as "Gary Gay" has intend to eat the cake once you found widespread support.
gleefully skipped from the have it. Following this is Hot Overall, things aren't that bad.
scene, the visable staff now Coffee machine which works For one, the cafeteria definitely
consists of several celibrated 89% of the time, but doesn't doesn't try to gyp you by
The Cultural Services Club will be presenting its Spring movie metal-plastic structures and one serve coffee as defined by Funk cashing in on atmosphere.
There are, for some unknown
program every Wednesday. The showings will take place at 2:00 in living tall silent type, andWagnell's latest.
room 002. Admission is free.
To the left of the Hot Coffee reasons, rarely lines to wait on
persistantly pictured puffing an
unlit cigar, steadily stuffing his machine is one of two sandwich and no fighting for the biggest
fellow staff members with and miscellaneous machines piece of cake. Overcrowding has
Feb. 16
Wait Until Dark
ammunition against my ulcer. which are currently being been eliminated by moving the
Feb. 23
At War with the Army
When asked to comment on the examined by the Board of tables upstairs and seldom are
March 1 The Wolfman
conversations
easily overheard student Health to determine 1) what p r i v a t e
March 8
Cat Ballou
feedback on the food in the tlje items they sell are supposed interrupted by a waiter coming
March 15 Wild in the Streets
caf., our service with a smile to be and 2) what they actually to clean off the table.
March 22 Bye Bye Birdie
(The Archeology
symbol responded with two a r e .
April 5
Creature from the Black Lagoon
All in all, we've but a fools
puffs and a smoke ring. (Are Department has* expressed keen paradise which severly questions
April 12
Nevada Smith
April IS
Requiem for a Heavyweight
ther any Cherokee in the interest in exploring the the saying "eat it, it's good for
sediments of the so-called you" and the theme song,
audience?)
April 26 Day the Earth Stood Still
There are always exceptions Roast-beef sandwiches.)
May 3
The Mouse that Roared
"where has all the flour gone?"
May 10
The Wild One
to any rule, and two sides to a
Past the last mentioned
coin. Two triumphant students machine (for those hearty
boldly declared that they had e n o u g h to survive it's
been able to sustain themselves predecessors) there is a Cold
The facilities at Jamaica Jewish Center are now available to the for three full hours on the Drinks Machine which features
continued from Page 5
students, staff and faculty in accordance with the following
blame
lies, the opinion here is
schedule:
that the time is ripe for the
SWIMMING POOL
establishment of a student 12 noon - 2:00 p.m.
Monday
cooperative
non-profit
11:00
a.m.
2.00
p.m.
Tuesday
bookstore.
It
would
sell books
Wednesday
10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon, 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
HUGE STOCK OF NEW & USED BOOKS IN ALL FIELDS
and buy them back at a rate
Thursday
9:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
that would just be enough to
Friday
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
pay the bills. This has been
GYMNASIUM
Textbooks
Bought
&
Sold
successfully
accomplished in i
Tuesday
- 11:00 a.m. -1:50 p.m. (Intramural tournaments
many other colleges throughout
- 9:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
only)
Thursday
the nation. It might be time to
EXERCISE ROOM (Universal weight machine, exercycle, etc.|
REVIEW & REFERENCE PAPERBACKS
invite a private store to set up
Monday
- 10:00 a.m. -10:50 a.m., 3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
NEW & USED
competition as now exists
Tuesday
- 11:00 a.m. -1:50 p.m. (Dance Club Only)
outside of every other college
Wednesday
- 3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
SCHAUM'S & OTHER COLLEGE REVIEWS
in
the city. Either way, the
Thursday
- 11:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
student
will probably be able
Friday
- 1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
10% DISCOUNT TO YORK STUDENTS
much
fairer
treatment than he
INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS
is
receiving
now,
and might be
ON
USED
BOOKS
For those who are interested in developing individualized
able to relax the financial
exercise programs, consultation with a physical education faculty
burdens he has. Anything is
JAMAICA BOOK CENTER
member may be arranged by calling the physical education office,
better than the BS the BS gives
523-8910.
146-16 Jamaica Ave.(near Sutphin)
JA 6-5899
us.
PROCEDURES
Mimeographed instructions describing procedures for obtaining
lockers and equipment will be available in the physical education
office.
Mark Ravens

B.S, Blues

WELCOME TO JAMAICA

WANTED - BILINGUAL STUDENTS

The papers say SDS is dead. They wish! Despite the death
notices more than 1000 will attend the SDS National Convention
against Racism, March 30 - April 2, at Lowell Lecture Hall,
Harvard University. (Some of the death notices are not merely on
paper. Harvard, for example, tried to kill the Convention by
denying facilities. When SDS launched a petition campaign, they
backed down and gave in.) Last year's SDS Convention of over
1000 led to the launching of numerous struggles on campuses all
across the country and several large national demonstrations to
fight racist unemployment, welfare cuts, and the War in SE Asia.
This year SDS has led struggles against pushers of racist
ideology such as Hermstein at Harvard and Shockley at Stanford.
In LA and Boston SDS is leading fights against administrations
which boastfully push racist policies. In Chicago SDS has joined
with welfare mothers and others to fight racist welfare cuts. In NY
starting Monday, Jan. 24 SDS will launch a city-wide campaign
aimed at defeating Rockefeller's attempt to replace the free city
university system with a tuition-charging state system. At
Northeastern University in Boston, SDS led a movement of
workers and students which successfully prevented racist Attny.
Gen. Mitchell from dedicating the new Police Science
building.
Many SDSers feel that a key focus of the .Convention should be
the launching of a national campaign on the scale of the anti-war
movement to fight the upsurge of racism on campus, be it racist
textbooks, professors, or administrators and their policies. SDS
sees allying both students and working people in common struggle
around common interests as the most effective way to achieve
progressive social change in America. We invite everyone-in school
and out-to attend the Convention and build the fight against
racism.

Excellent Opportunities in the Growing Field of
Bilingual Education for Graduate and Undergraduates

• We Can Pay For Your Tuition And Books
0 We Can Provide Part-Time Employment
• We Can Assist You In Becoming
A Bilingual Teacher
We have other excellent services you may be interested in
REQUIREMENTS:

Hispanic background and at
least 60 Undergraduate credits.

ENROLL IMMEDIATELY - CONTACT:
The Program For The Recruitment and Training
of Spanish-Speaking Teachers
Room 503 - 65 Court Street Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
Telephones: 522-7028 or 522-7025
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Pandora's Sports Box
Charlie Holman

YORK NOMADS STREAK
TO FOUR INA ROW

Behind the flashy scoring of
Elliot Soloman and Dave Price,
with strong rebounding by Lou
Karis and Larry Miller, York is
enjoying a four game win
streak.
After a great start, the team
was stalled with a 4 and 4
record. Next on the schedule,
was a game against the always
tough team from Cathedral
College. Down at the half, York
rallied and pulled the game out.
Out of this victory, came an
inspired Noman squad and the

new strength of a player, Larry
Poole. Larry cashed in with 11
big points and some fine
playmaking.
It was the same story with
Dowling College, down by 11
points at half, York came back
to win. John Jay was next on
York's streak, and the plot
didn't change. Losing 35-27 at
the half way point, "Sweets"
(Elliot Soloman) put on the
moves. Ellie hit 9 field goals i
and went 5-6 for the foul line
for a total of 31 points. This

was tne highest total ever for a
York player. The outcome:
83-66 York cm top.
New York Tech walked into
the Nomad path at the wrong
time, next. This one was a run
away 102-79. At this game, the
team was in their best form of
the entire year.
You must not get the
impression this streak only an
individual effort. Only great
team work and good coaching
made in work. Without players
like Richie Brown, Bill Bruce,
Franshot Solorzano and Ed
Gonera it could not have been
done. At 8-4 the Nomads are
looking forward to their
remaining games and the City
University Tournament.

Ellie Solomon concentrates on the line.

Newark State
Baffels York

FG
6
4
6
8
2
25

FT
3
4
5
7
0
19

All good things must come
to an end. Newark State
College snapped York's winning
streak at four games. The
Nomads -vere off that night
giving up to many easy buckets.
Practically all of Newark's first
half points came on fast break
lay ups or chipies. Nevertheless
York was still in the game until
the last 25 seconds. The final
score was Newark St. 88 - York
84. High scorer of the game
was Dave Price with 25 points.
Larry Miller also swished in 20
points. There was one deciding
factor in my opinion which
TOT would have changed the
15 outcome; York could not make
12 their free throws. They were 10
for 28 from the line, a poor
17 35.6%.
23
The Nomads record is now 8
4
win 5 losses.
71

CATHEDRAL
NAME
J. Smith
M. Festo
T. Miller
B. Breslawsky
C. Ronan
D. Grinner
N. O'Conner
T. McGrill
J. Reinhardt
S. Kutner
TOTALS

FG
1
1
1
0
4
1
1
5
5
6
26

FT
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
6
8
2
19

TOT
2
2
2
1
8
4
2
16
18
14
69

JOHN JAY
NAME
Powell
Obey
McEvoy
Shedricht
Smith
Coaxeim
Brown
Monae
TOTALS

FG
5
6
6
1
0
3
5
1
27

FT
1
0
1
3
1
1
5
0
12

TOT
11
12
13
5
1
7
15
2
66

The men practicing up for the big tourny.

DOWLING
TOT NAME
13 Albano
16 Campbell
2
Johnson
18 Lee
6
Reed
7
TOTALS
4
6
DOWLING-71
72 YORK-72

YORK
NAME
L. Karis
D. Price
L. Miller
E. Solomon
B. Bruce
E. Gonera
L. Poole
R. Brown
TOTALS

FG
6
7
1
8
3
2
1
2
30

FT
1
2
0
2
0
3
2
2
12

YORK
NAME
L. Karis
D. Price
L. Miller
E. Solomon
E. Gonera
R. Brown
L. Poole
TOTALS

FG
3
7
7
5
0
1
4
27

FT
4
4
2
3
1
3
23

TOT
12
18
18
12
3
3
11
77

FG
4
5
4
12
4
2
1
0
32

FT
1
2
5
7
0
0
2
2
19

TOT
9
12
13
31
8
4
4
2
83

YORK-77
CATHEDRAL-69

YORK
NAME
L. Karis
D. Price
L. Miller
E. Solomon
F. Solozano
B. Bruce
L. Poole
J. Manzalla
TOTALS

JOHN JAY-66
YORK-83

YORK
NAME
L. Karis
D. Price
L. Miller
E. Solomon
F. Solorzano
B. Bruce
E. Gonera
L. Poole
R. Brown
C. Georgoules
J. Manzella
TOTALS

FG
6
9
4
9
3
2
1
3
2
1
1
41

FT
3
3
3
4
0
2
4
0
0
1
0
20

TOT
15
21
11
22
6
6
6
6
4
3
2
102

N.Y. TECH
NAME
Dalton
Lysenskas
Slayton
Cultrass
Koskis
Smalls
Caputo
Kralber
Armstrong
Shaw
TOTALS

FG
5
7
4
4
2
2
2
0
4
0
30

N.Y. TECH-79
YORK-102

Next Week:
CUNY Tournament

FT
4
1
3
0
2
1
3
2
2
1
19

TOT
14
15
11
8
6
5
7
2
10
1
79

